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On a Journey in A City, On A Journey in the World 

 

Let us imagine that we decided to visit cities at different places in the world. During our 

journey we would probably consult often one or more of these books known as “travel guides,” 

which, in our case, describe one or more cities for the benefit of the traveller who knows nothing 

about them or has only a slight idea of what they are like. 

Presumably we would be told not infrequently that in the cities being described something is 

“reflected” – that the city architecture of Paris reflects the immortality–obsessed self-glorification of 

French kings, emperors, or national presidents; that the baroque layout of Rome reflects the trium-

phant Catholicism of the counterReformation; that the skyscrapers of Manhattan reflect the unbri-

dled creativity of American civilization. 

City architecture is reflection – reflection of a city in the mirror of its architecture. Such a 

descriptive model appears to be as illuminating as it is simple. The social, political, and economic 

conditions of a city form themselves into the architecture of the city as in a mirror, in which they 

then appear, like their image in a mirror, reflecting themselves – the city is mirrored in its architec-

ture as the image of itself, as the reflection of the city that is mirroring itself in its architecture. 

Travel guides are not unique in employing such a descriptive model. Historians of architec-

ture also make use of it in writing the history of urban architecture,1 as do architects who use it in 

the process of their self-interpretation. Louis H. Sullivan, the American prophet of modern architec-

ture,2 wrote in his Kindergarten Chats (1979 [1918]): “Our architecture reflects us as truly as in a 

mirror, even if we consider it apart from us,”3 and “a city is but the material reflection of the charac-

ter of its inhabitants.”4 

But to speak of “reflection” is not the only way to interpret the mirroring of architecture. Vi-

truvius, the author of the only ancient writing on architecture that has come down to us, formulated 

in five words the method of another interpretation. This interpretation penetrated quite deeply into 

the process of mirroring architecture. At the very beginning of the first of his Ten Books on Archi-

tecture (22 B.C.) Vitruvius explained that in architecture, as in all areas, the following two things are 

to be found: “What is signified and what signifies” (quod significatur et quod significat).5 
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In the mirroring of architecture two things are to be seen: that which is reflected, and that 

which reflects itself in the thing reflected. That which is reflected is in most cases immediately visi-

ble, such as the military triumph of a Roman general in the victory arch erected in his honour, the 

spatial identity of a city in the city wall that encloses it or the orienting function of streets in the 

intersection toward which they lead and from which they lead away. 

By contrast, that which reflects itself in the thing reflected escapes all immediate view and 

yet is fully present in the thing reflected. 

Architecture, which mirrors something, points beyond itself – it is reflection and it is epiph-

any. The victory arch is still something wholly other than a monument for a victorious general, the 

city wall is still something wholly other than the enclosure of a city, and the street intersection is 

still something wholly other than the meeting place of converging and diverging streets. 

Let us assume that upon our journey we arrive in China, in one of the central cities of the 

classical period – in Luoyang or Hangzhou, Xi’an or Beijing.6 We have not prepared ourselves par-

ticularly well for our city tour but simply go out into the streets, strangers in a strange city. Yet, we 

will not be strangers in it very long. We realize very soon that the streets of the city follow a defi-

nite pattern – they cross each other at right angles, they form areas that are square in shape. We 

come upon a street lined with houses that we can presume are government buildings. We wander 

further along this street. It is late in the morning, the day is clear, and we follow the course of the 

sun through the light, which reflects itself from the buildings and in the shadows that recede more 

and more from them. The street, we notice, runs according to cosmic coordinates; in moving along 

the street, we move along a celestial axis from north to south. Where are we heading? Or, as we 

now believe we must ask, where are we being led? 

We find ourselves upon the main axis of a Chinese imperial city, upon its “meridian.” We 

“see” the axis – in the design of the city, that represents itself in our consciousness. And yet we do 

not see it: on the path where it leads, the inner city walls, which open up one after the other, form 

ever-ascending steps in our journey, from gate to gate, from one place within the city grounds to 

another. Through the architecture of the street and the city we experience our journey in the city 

more and more as a peregrinatio. On the street where we walk we follow the scenic path in a drama 

of beholding. What will appear behind the next wall, behind the next building? Will it be another 

even larger gateway, or another square layed out even more magnificently than the previous one? 

The architectonic gradations along our path ascend toward something – toward a goal. In the col-

ours and forms of the architecture that leads us onward, something intimates itself – a climax. We 

do not yet perceive the “whereto” of our journey, yet we “see” it in advance – in the discovery of 

the anagoge that the architecture of the city discloses. Finally, we see it and know that we have “as-
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cended” to it – to the imperial palace in the center of the city, where the north-south axis upon 

which we came crosses the city, the axis from east to west. 

Whatever has a center has a circumference. Again, at the midpoint of the city we “see” 

something and yet do not see it. We “see” the encirclement of the city because we are at its mid-

point, and yet we do not see it because we have not yet traversed the city wall that encircles it. 

The city wall, as we will discover by traveling along it, forms a path in geometry. It forms a 

square with each of its four sides broken off by three gateways, the position of which correspond to 

the positions of the gateways on the opposite side. 

Let us again assume that we had continued with our imaginary journey, had leaped across 

vast territories and historical periods, and found ourselves in a city in the ancient civilization of In-

dia – in Mohenjo-dâro, Harappa, Śis ́upālgarh, Śrīrangham, or Madurai.7 In an entirely different and 

once again “strange” city we continued with our journeying and yet we went along the same path – 

along one of the main axes which goes east to west, or the other, from north to south. We followed 

this path to the center of the city, to – as we already knew – the crossroads of the two axes. Here, 

however, we did not behold an imperial palace, as in the Chinese city, but in the ancient Indian city 

we saw a hill or a hill-shaped tower – the architecture of our anagoge. In our tour of the city perim-

eter we also beheld a figure previously known to us – the city in the shape of a square. And once 

again we found a regular pattern in the placement of the gateways in the old Indian city; there are 

four of these, one on each side of the city quadrangle, at the point where the four street branches of 

the two main axes of the city run up against the city wall. If we left the city through one of its four 

gateways, we would proceed exactly toward the south, west, east, or north – we would indeed have 

left the city, but not the pathways of the world marked for us by the city. 

The architecture of cities reflects an ever-recurring structure of the city, and this structure, 

this mirror city reflects a constantly reappearing pattern – the mandala.8 In the architecture of the 

cities, there is the one city reflected that is the mirror of the one architecture – that architecture 

which reoccurs in the architecture of the city, from city to city, in the structure of many city struc-

tures. Journeys through cities are journeys through the world; they are excursions into the architec-

ture of our world ascertainment, of our search for the origins that sustain us, for the pathways that 

are the pathways of our life, for the places that are the sites of our experience. 

Let us imagine we were once again upon our travels, and had the opportunities to examine 

the buildings and city layouts from the second millenium B.C. which were excavated in the years 

following 1969 in North Afghanistan.9 We would see an architecture in which the architecture of 

the mandala appears. 

The excavation in Sapalli-Tepa, for example, brought to light a square-shaped layout that 

measured exactly 82 meters by 82 meters. From each side of the square, there project outwards two 
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T-shaped corridors, from which in each case the more leftward one, through an elongated left flank 

over the square side, overlaps the next square side, so that the corridors follow one another as in a 

leftward encirclement of the square. In the oasis Daschly-3, a square-shaped city layout was uncov-

ered with each side measuring 150 meters. Out of the middle of the square arises a circular building 

that has a diameter of 35 meters, a corridor construction with nine square towers. This circular 

building is surrounded by two rings of buildings, which are themselves enclosed by walls. 

The square in the circle, the circle in the square – these are the basic forms of mandala-

architecture, which we have come to see in our seeing the city, seeing the architecture of cities. 

 

 

World Reflections, City Reflections 

 

The architecture of the city is the mirror of one architecture that appears in many city archi-

tectures. In the architecture of the city, the architecture of the world reoccurs, reflected in the archi-

tecture of many cities. “The content of the world,” as the Swiss art historian Heinrich Wölfflin re-

marked in his work Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe (1915), “does not crystalize before our view 

in a single form that always remains the same, but a living power of apprehension that has its own 

inner history and has gone through many stages of development.”10 The city has always been a re-

flection of the world; in the architecture of cities world architecture reflected itself; in the mirror of 

the city the world appeared. The thing reflected, however – the city architecture that was a mirror – 

was not always the same. The city reflections, which are world reflections, have “their own inner 

history in which they have gone through many stages of development.” 

Aristides of Mydia, a Greek rhetorician of the second century A.D., saw the world in the city 

of Rome: 

Your [Rome’s] territory coincides with the path of the sun and it is only your land that it illumi-

nates in its course. The sea which extends outward from the middle of the world as a belt, forms 

at the same time the middle of your empire. Every land and sea produces just what the seasons 

permit to grow and whatever all lands, rivers, and seas, as well as the arts of Greeks and barbar-

ians, bring forth. If someone wants to see all this, then he must either tour the entire earth to 

view it in this manner, or he must come into this city.11 

John the Apostle saw the world, the redeemed world, in the New Jerusalem: 

And in the Spirit he carried me away to a great, high mountain, and showed me the holy city Je-

rusalem coming down out of heaven from God. It had a great, high wall with twelve gates, and 

at the gates twelve angels. On the east three gates, on the north three gates, on the south three 

gates, and on the west three gates. And he who talked to me had a measuring rod of gold to 
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measure the city and its gates and walls. The city lies foursquare, its length the same as its 

breadth. And I saw no temple in the city, for its temple is the Lord the Almighty and the Lamb. 

And the city has no need of sun or moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God is its light, and its 

lamp is the Lamb. By its light shall the nations walk; and the kings of the earth shall bring their 

glory into it.12 

An architect in the twentieth century, Paul Bommersheim, saw the world in the city of the architec-

tural philosopher: 

That the city is a model of the universe, this is a necessary intention which arises when the city 

is conceived upon a fundamental principle. If the circumstances of the universe, the relations of 

the earth, of the place approaching the surrounding whole; if the permeation of man by the great 

superhuman – if all of these are to be built into the city, then knowledge of universals is re-

quired. This knowledge is philosophy. And this knowledge in relation to its embodiment in 

building construction is the philosophy of architecture.13 

Rhetoric, apocalypse, architectural philosophy – these are three very different modes of city archi-

tectonic visions. And yet in each case is in urbe mundus, there is in a city the world beheld. 

Cities are epiphanies of the world because each city is a city in the world and the world is 

the model for every city. 

Let us imagine ourselves in the city of Rome at the mythic time of its founding. At this time 

the model that the founder of the city Romulus used is immediately visible in the city layout: the 

world itself. According to the view of reality found in Roman Myths, the world emerges from its 

midpoint; from this midpoint the world axis proceeds outward, extending “below” and “above” into 

the earth and the sky, thus binding them together. At its horizons the world is round and has four 

corners – east and west, north and south; between these poles run the two main axes of the world, 

which intersect at the world’s midpoint. The world is thus divided into four parts.14 

In order to know the place where they were to found the city, according to Rome’s founda-

tion myth, Romulus and his brother Remus sought a signum ex caelo – the appearance of birds in 

the sky – through a cultic act of augury.15 At a certain spot on the Palatine there appeared to Romu-

lus the augurium maximum: twelve vultures. At this place, where the axis of the appearance in the 

sky touched the earth, Romulus dug a circular pit and thus marked the midpoint of Rome. “Dona-

tions of all good and necessary things,” among them fruits, were laid into the pit, and the new set-

tlers threw into it the earth that they had brought with them from their previous places of residence. 

The pit was called mundus and thus bore the same name as the world.16 Where Rome was, was the 

world.17 
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Figure 1: “Roma quadrata a Romulo condita” (etching, 1527). 

 

The city had its midpoint but not yet its circumference. Romulus walked around the Palatine with 

his companions and marked out according to an Etruscan ritual the boundaries of the future city. 

With a bronze plow that was pulled by a white cow and a white ox, he drew around Rome the sul-

cus primigenus, the primeval furrow. The procession moved in a leftward direction, the cow pro-

ceeded on the inside, the ox on the outside of the line that the plow furrowed, and the plow was 

slanted in such a manner that none of the earth that was plowed fell toward the outside, but all fell 

inside, into the city.18 

With this the city had its circumference, the pomerium, though not yet a design for its interi-

or. According to the ritual of Roman land surveyors – which, once again, is of Etruscan origin – the 

inner design of a city would be determined as follows: a bronze spike (known as a sciotherum or 

gnomon) would be placed perpendicular to the ground in the middle of a circle, and then the two 

points on the circle marked off which the tip of the spike touched as it followed the sun before and 

after midday. Between these two points a line would be drawn and under the name of decumanus 

maximus it formed the east-west axis of the city, the more important of its two main axes. The line 

from north to south drawn at right angles to this line through the midpoint of the circle was given 

the name cardo maximus, and formed the second main axis of the city.19 

The Roman foundation myth, as it has come down to us, gives no specific information on 

whether or not Romulus, as he dug the mundus and plowed up the circular pomerium, also layed out 

the two main axes of Rome – the cardo and decumanus maximi – according to the ritual just de-

scribed. But a connection is established between the mundus and the intersection point of the two 

axes, the decussis. There is also mention of Romulus’ crook, the lituus, which he is supposed to 

have used to divide Rome up into four parts at the time of its founding. And in the walls of the city 
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there were supposed to be at the time of Romulus’s death four gateways, corresponding exactly to a 

four-part division of Rome through two intersecting axes. 

There are similar mythic tales and interpretations of how cities were founded and layed out – 

or at least the corresponding archaeological finds – from other civilizations: from the Chinese, the 

ancient Indian, and the Celtic-Germanic civilizations; from the civilization of the Khmers in Cam-

bodia, and the Mayas in preColumbian Mesoamerica; from ancient Iranian, Mycenaean, Scythian, 

and Hellenistic civilizations; from the civilization of ancient Israel and from the civilization of me-

dieval Europe.20 

The city was viewed as city in the world – in a world in which winds blow, and water flows, 

and the sun takes its course, and stars form constellations, and points and lines are found sketched 

out in the four quarters of the heavens. To know the world meant to know architecture, to have 

knowledge about the structuring of a city based on the constitutio mundi. Vitruvius described this 

worldarchitectonic, city-architectonic knowledge: 

As therefore the situation of the world in relation to the region of earth is by nature arranged 

with unequal properties through the inclination of the Zodiac and the orbit of the sun, so too it 

appears in like manner that the arrangement of buildings must be determined by the property of 

the region and the various climatic conditions. For it appears that the manner of building houses 

must be determined one way in Egypt, another in Spain, still another in Pontus, and again dif-

ferently in Rome. In the North it appears that the buildings, which are furnished with the shal-

low vaulted ceiling, must be as closed as possible rather than open, and face the warm direction 

of the heavens. By contrast in the southern region, under the impact of the sun, they have to be 

layed out in an open manner and face the north and northeast because of the oppressive heat.21 

 If the main streets are layed out in the direction of the major winds, then the gale winds and 

frequent gusts coming from the open sky, pressed together in the narrow streets, will pass 

through with greater force. For this reason the direction of the rows of houses must be turned 

away from the direction of the wind so that the wind, when it strikes the corners of the blocks of 

houses, will be broken up and bounce backward, scatter and dissipate itself.22 

The same world-architectonic, city-architectonic knowledge was practiced by the city builders of 

ancient China. They too arranged the city and building layout to conform to the existing climatic 

and geomorphological conditions, to the focal emanations (hsing-shih) of the force (ch’i) that ani-

mates the world. In their city architecture – in their efforts, that is, to construct cities out of the vari-

ous preexisting structures of the world – they performed world architecture, i.e., fêng-shui, the 

knowledge concerning the founding of cities that is named after fêng, the wind, the floodtide of the 

sky, and shui, the water, the floodtide of the earth.23 

Another cross-civilization concurrence is to be found in the idea of an opening of the world 

at its center that connects it to its interior – an opening marked out by the middle of the city or by 
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the city in the middle of the territory, e.g., mundus and umbilicus urbis Romae (world-pit and navel 

of Rome) in ancient Rome; bhuvanasya nābhim (navel of the world) and garbha grha (womb of the 

temple) in ancient India; ṭabbūr ereṣ (Navel of the earth) in ancient Israel; Jerusalem as umbilicus 

terrarum in orbis medio (navel of the world in the middle of the terrestrial orb) in the worldview of 

medieval Europe; Mecca as ṣurrat al-arḍ (navel of the earth) in Islam; gēs omphalos (navel of the 

earth) in Greek thought.24       

And closely tied to this is the idea held in various places that from the middle of the city 

there stretches outward the axis of the world. In the imperial cities of China this idea found its ar-

chitectonic symbol in the imperial palace at the center (fang-ti) of the city. For the palace stood up-

on the world axis, ti chung, at the “place where earth and sky meet one another, where the four sea-

sons become one, where wind and rain are drawn off, and where yin and yang are in agreement.”25 

Or to give another example, in the middle of his city one of the royal city-founders in Cambodia, 

Udayadityavarman II (1040–1065), created a temple mount (stupa) and erected a column at its base. 

Upon this column he states the reason why he created the temple mount. He knows, he says, that the 

midpoint of the world is marked by the mountain Meru. And therefore he believes it to be right that 

a Meru is at the center of his capital city.26 

Examples of the most fundamental concurrences I have already given, namely, in the cross-

civilization concurrence of city architecture in the architecture of the mandala – i.e., the square and 

the circle, the square within the circle, the circle within the square, the four points (the quadrangle) 

and another point as fifth point (midpoint) in the decussation of the Quincunx. A few examples can 

be added that further stress this concurrence. 
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Figure 2: Plan of a temple (stupa) in Angkor (Cambodia), twelfth century. 

 

Gūr, the capital of the Sassanians( 226-651 B.C.), was layed out as a circular city enclosed within 

three circular walls. Within the innermost and outermost of these circular walls were placed four 

gateways. The inner structure of the city was determined by two pairs of axes intersecting each oth-

er at right angles. 

Mount Albán, a city of the Zapotecs and later of the Mixtees in Mesoamerica, formed a 

quadrangle of 50 square kilometers, which was layed out according to four quarters of the heavens, 

and in its center was a square place with an elevated-step temple, 37 meters wide and 12 meters 

high. 

Ecbatan, the first capital city of the Indo-European Medes, was centered upon a city fortress, 

around which, according to Herodotus, were seven circular walls.27 

In medieval European cartography city layouts were always shaped according to two basic 

forms: the circular enclosure of the city and the four-part division of the circle – of the city interior 

– through two main streets that crossed each other at right angles.28 

During the High Middle Ages numerous new cities were founded in various parts of Europe, 

or older cities were rebuilt (and indeed as we know today, this was done entirely independently of 

the remains of Roman cities that were still in existence then – i.e., still known at the time). And 

once again there prevailed in the architecture of these newly formed or newly restructured cities a 

four-part division of the city interior and a circular enclosure.29 

And let us quote again the passage from the Apocalypse of St. John: 
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“And the city lies foursquare, its length the same as its breadth. It had a great high wall. On 

the east three gates, on the north three gates, on the south three gates and on the west three gates.”30  

 

This passage corresponds exactly to the description of the design of Chinese capital cities to 

be found in the K’ao-kung-Chi (a part of the Chou Li): “The capital city is a rectangle of nine 

square li [Chinese mile]. On each side of the wall are three gates.”31 

 

Let us once again journey through the architecture of the city into the world of our existence. 

 

a. Cities are the sites of our world ascertainment. Outside, upon the open territory, they form points 

upon which we orient ourselves in our coming and going. Our movements in open space are move-

ments within the space between cities. Within the unending expanse of nature, cities mark off sec-

tions that can be traversed and they designate goals that can be reached. The network of cities is the 

map of our world. 

When we enter a city, we enter a determinate space that has been set off from indeterminate 

space – a city within its borders. Outside the city, wherever we might be, we are nowhere; within 

the city we are “here,” at the one and only place that this city marks out. The city always tell us 

where we are. And wherever we go within it, we are within the city – within circumscribed sur-

roundings and not in an open expanse, along familiar pathways and not along strange roads, upon 

well-surveyed stretches and not before unexplored distances. The city is our world. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Ebenezer Howard, “The Social City” (1898). 
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“The capital of Siáng” (Shang), so it says in a Chinese ode, 

was arranged [according to the world] 

the center of the four quarters [of the world]. 

Glorious was its name, 

Curative [was] its divine power, Visible in the long life and peace 

And protection for us, posterity.”32 

b. Our world ascertainment in the city occurs as an increasing insight into the texture of the world: 

cities are places where we ascend to knowledge. Our passage from the open land through the gate of 

a city, along its great axes, past universities, libraries, and museums, to its center, is a passage “up-

ward,” into the center of our existence – to the shrine upon the temple mount, to the Acropolis, to 

the concentration of power in the ruler’s palace, to the citadel, to the cathedral that rises above the 

houses, to the seat of government in the capitol building. The city is a form of the anagoge. 

c. Our ascent to knowledge in the city is carried out in geometric figures: on the grounds of 

the city, through the alternation between rectangular and circular spaces; on its streets and alley-

ways, through the alternation between straight lines and diagonals, curves and intersections. Cities 

are the locations of our existence in the middle between earth and heaven, mortality and immortali-

ty, time and eternity, dissipation and in-gathering, seeking and finding, hope and redemption. 

In this alternation of the geometric figures of the city we discover the conditions of our ex-

istence – between one and the other, the other and the one, in the continuous between of the move-

ment. The city is a form of the metaxy.33 

 

 

World Architecture and City Design 

 

In architecture men participate in the divine: God is an architect. “Thou hast arranged every-

thing according to size, number, and weight,” the author of the Book of Wisdom says to his God.34  

In the Timaeus, Plato speaks of the creator and father of the cosmos as an architect (tektainomenos, 

but he also calls him God, theos), who has brought forth the things of the world from their original 

disorder into a state of harmony (symmetria) – i.e., into proportions by means of which each thing 

in itself, as well as in its relationship to all other things, is symmetrical.35 And in the Odyssey, 

Homer relates the story of the “god-like” Nausithoos, the king of the Phaeacians and the founder of 

the city of Scheria. The Phaeacians, Homer reports, had lived in Hypereia in Thrinacia “near the 

land of the Cyclopes, land of superhuman men. These did them harm and were superior in 

strength.” Nausithoos decided to move away from Hypereia with his people and to found a new city 

elsewhere. As he is “god-like,” so is Nausithoos king, city founder – and city architect. 
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He summans the Phaeacians to “migrate”: 

He settled them in Scheria far removed from men who toil,  

About the city he had built a wall, constructed houses,  

Created too a temple to the gods and divided up the fields.36 

The prophet, the philosopher, the poet, they have seen into the truth of architecture. Architecture is 

the way of creation. The original disorder of things becomes a cosmos – a harmonious order of the 

world – through the theos tektonikos, through the divine architect who created the “world,” the tex-

tured spaces of our perception, as he brought things out of chaos into the architecture of symmet-

rical and proportional measures. 

Architecture is no arbitrary science. One cannot, Vitruvius taught, practice architecture like 

any other science. For it is the highest of all sciences. Only those persons can truly call themselves 

architects who from the time of their earliest youth have ascended the scale of the sciences and 

through the knowledge of many different arts and sciences have finally arrived at the very highest 

level, ad summum templum: the science of architecture.37 

Within Western civilization, only once since the ancient times would architecture be under-

stood again as a “divine” science and practiced as the possibility of an encounter between God and 

man: in the Gothic era.38 The teachers of Gothic culture – the philosophers of Chartres, the monks 

of Clairvaux – exerted their influence upon the world of men through their picture of a future world, 

of the New Jerusalem. In their view, all human existence was existence directed toward divine sal-

vation, the way of man was the way toward the heavenly city, the city of God. 

The faithful had to become builders, builders of a divine architecture. From the prophets 

Isaiah and Ezekiel, from the Book of Wisdom, and from the Revelation of St. John, such figures as 

Thierry of Chartres, William of Conches, Hugo of St. Victor, the abbot Suger of Saint-Denis, and 

Bernard of Clairvaux had taken over the cosmological tale wherein the divine creation, and espe-

cially the divine plan of salvation, were presented as manifestations of the God who orders things 

according to measure, of the elegans architectus, as Alanus ab Insulis called him. Architecture was 

for men, in so far as they made use of the divine measure, the gateway to creation, and more im-

portantly, the portal of the revelation of Christ. 

In their theology of architecture the teachers of Gothic culture drew upon those fragments of 

Plato’s Timaeus that were then known to them, upon the works of individual church fathers such as 

Augustine, Origen, and Clement of Alexandria, as well as upon the general understanding, already 

documented very early, of Christian church architecture. The conception of the Christian church as 

a “heavenly city” had a long tradition. We know from Eusebius that during his dedication address in 

the year 314 he praised the early Christian temple of Tyrus as the “city of the Lord of Hosts [polis 

kyriou], as city of our God [polis tou theou emon].”39 
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In the Gothic cathedral the medieval theology of architecture found its concrete realization. 

In the view of those who built them, what emerged in the Gothic cathedral was the “heavenly city,” 

the “New Jerusalem.” For according to the belief of their architects, the Gothic cathedral was creat-

ed according to the measure of God – it was the form of the city in which, as it was said in the pro-

phetic books, God desired to dwell among his people. 

The Gothic architects developed their architecture from a single basic form – from the rec-

tangle, and above all from the square, the basic form of divine architecture, as the Bible had taught 

them. Through pure geometry they knew how to determine from this one ground plan all the other 

measurements for the ground plan and elevation of a cathedral. Matthew Roriczer, the architect of 

the Regensburg cathedral, shows in his Buechlein der Fialen Gerechtigkeit (1486) how, through the 

aid of a single square, one can derive the vertical projection from the ground plan.40 In the sketch-

book of the French architect Villard de Honnecourt, which contains a sample collection of Gothic 

architecture and building techniques, it is explained how one divides a square in half in order to 

grasp the “true” proportians of a building.41 And Villard de Honnecourt has also shown, using as an 

example the steeples of the cathedral of Laon, how his doctrine of proportion is to be applied.42 

In the architecture of Gothic cathedrals divine architecture was practiced. One who entered 

the cathedral was supposed to enter the world of God, or, more precisely stated, the edifice of the 

world that had been built by God, the world architect and creator of worlds. And one was supposed 

to enter upon the city of God – more precisely, upon the porta coeli, upon the gateway to the heav-

enly city that had been built by the faithful in the ecclesia. 

At the beginning of the period of Gothic architecture, we encounter the abbot Suger of 

Saint-Denis (1081-1151), who built a new Gothic church for the abbey of Saint Denis in the fourth 

decade of the twelfth century. Upon the gold-plated bronze door of his church, Suger affixed the 

following inscription for the benefit of those who entered: 

Of whomever you require to praise the splendar of the gates, 

do not be amazed at the gold and the great expense, but at the labor. 

So magnificently does the edifice shine, but the edifice that shines so magnificently, 

may it shine light upon the spirits, thus truly enlightening them.  

Come to the true light where Christ in truth is the doorway.  

What truly is, is shown hero through the golden portal. 

By means of matter the weak spirit rises to truth, 

and extricates itself from the earthly, as it is irradiated all around with light.43 
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Infinite Space, Divine Man 

 

Upon our journey we approach closer to our own time and thereby distance ourselves from the 

world of the architectural mirror – from the mirrors of the world, from the appearance of the world 

(its epiphany) in architecture. Through modernity the mirror of architecture has become distorted. 

The mirror play between a world-mirroring and world-distorting architecture first began 

with the architecture of the Renaissance. The architects and architectural theorists of the Renais-

sance did not doubt that architecture had to be grounded cosmologically, and therefore geometrical-

ly, according to the “right measure.” They also worked using the basic measures of square and cir-

cle. Nevertheless, in their textbooks and in their building construction they primarily concerned 

themselves with determining the principles of an architecture that would be most suitable to man. 

They sought, it is true, the measure of the world, but they found it in the figure of man. Man for 

them was the measure of an architecture that was to be constructed by man and for man. 

The classical stimulus to a doctrine of proportions based not on the cosmos but on man had 

been provided by Vitruvius. In the first chapter of Book III of his work De Architectura, he showed 

that the human body as a geometrically conceived figure with its arms and legs outstretched fit in 

well with the geometric figure of the square as well as with the circle. Vitruvius only elaborated his 

idea of the “symmetry of the temple.” With this, however, he formulated the notion of an architec-

ture developed out of man (homo ad quadratum and homo ad circulum).44 

The architects of the Renaissance took up Vitruvius’s doctrine of proportions and made it 

the basis of their own architectural theory.45 Through a careful study of the proportions of the hu-

man body Alberti and Francesco di Giorgio, Leonardo da Vinci, and Palladio worked out an “an-

thropometric” architecture, one according to human measure. Architecture was anthropometric – or 

“rational” as Giorgio formulated it – when carried out according to the following principles: (a) The 

proportions of the human body would be expressed in quantitative-mathematical relationships, that 

is objectively. (b) In the dimensions of a building, these quantitative relationships must repeat them-

selves. (c) Architectonic creations are the mirrors of perfect beauty. (d) They are such when the 

geometric arrangement of their parts corresponds to the proportions of the human body. (e) This one 

perfection reflects itself in many different forms – that is in a variety of architectonic works – and 

yet is always to be grasped within a simple system of mathematical proportions. (f) Architecture 

carried out according to the measures of man is thus the objective, geometric-mathematical defini-

tion of perfect beauty. According to Alberti, the beauty of a building derives from its proportions by 
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virtue of which all its constituent parts are in so perfect a relationship to each other that nothing can 

be added or subtracted without destroying the harmony of the whole. 

To the question of how best to create the architectonic environment of man, the architects of 

the Renaissance found an anthropomorphic answer: The measurements of man were also to be the 

measurements of architecture, or, expressed in another way, the proportions of architectonic crea-

tions were to correspond with the proportions of the human body. 

The anthropomorphic doctrine of proportions as propagated by the Renaissance architects 

remained in force in Europe into the eighteenth century. It was applied to the design of individual 

buildings as well as to the construction and restructuring of cities, though the doctrine was increas-

ingly adhered to by habit and tradition rather than by understanding or knowledge. At the end of the 

eighteenth century, the knowledge of Vitruvius, Alberti and Palladio had been lost. In 1792 the 

English artist and cleric William Gilpin, in his Time Essays on Picturesque Beauty, on Picturesque 

Travel, and on Sketching Landscape, could only declare: “And a rule of proportion there certainly 

is, but we may inquire after it in vain. The secret is lost. The ancients had it. They well knew the 

principles of beauty, and had that unerring rule, which in all things adjusted their taste. We see it 

even in their slightest vases. In their works proportion, though varied through a thousand lines, is 

still the same; and if we could only discover their principles of proportions, we should have the 

arcanum of this science, and might settle our disputes about taste with great ease.”46 

This insight did not come really as a surprise. Already in 1683 the French architect and theo-

rist of art Claude Perrault, in his Ordonnance des cinq espèces de colonnes, had stated that the cor-

rect proportions in architecture strike us as correct only because we perceive them so out of habit 

(accoutumance); whatever our standards of measurement in architecture may be, they are in princi-

ple arbitrary.47 

While the Baroque period still brought forth the enclosed, perspicuous, organically arranged 

building ensemble of the Baroque cities, something was to take place in another field that eventual-

ly would greatly disturb architecture, and especially city architecture for a long time to come – 

something that would overthrow all its proportions and wrench it completely from its world-setting. 

Man saw himself propelled from the earth into the infinite space of modern physics. In the universe 

of Newton the world of boundaries, of the center, of the intersecting axes, of above, of below, the 

world of cosmic architecture – this world, which was the architecture of the world of men, was bro-

ken up. In the new universe there might be one world, or several worlds, as the French philosopher 

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle told an enlightened Europe in his book on the pluralité des 

mondes.48 And tomorrow it could still be there, but then again, it might not be, as Hume argued on 

behalf of the new world-skepticism.49 In addition, it is really empty, as Voltaire reported to his con-

temporaries from Newton’s England.50 
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By the end of the eighteenth century architecture would be affected by the results of this 

revolution in man’s understanding of reality. As the Austrian art historian Emil Kaufmann wrote, 

there had occured “one of the most important processes in architectural history – the destruction of 

the Baroque unity. In a remarkable parallel to the general historical development, the Baroque unity 

came to be replaced by the pavilion system, which from then on would be dominant – the free union 

of independent existences. Each of the constituent buildings could in its powerful compactness and 

block-like concreteness stand on its own wherever it might be. None is dependent upon the others. 

By contrast the constituent members of Baroque organisms lose their meaning when one detaches 

them from their connection to the whole.”51 

Architecture, however, creates cohesions; it defines itself in doing this. It puts things togeth-

er, making walls out of bricks, houses out of walls, cities out of houses. Yet, how is it supposed to 

form a city in a space where every point is equally meaningful – or equally irrelevant? 

How could architecture still relate to something – and thus be what it is, measure according 

to measure- if everything to which it could relate is for its part related to nothing, and is itself only a 

relation? 

“The essence of space as it is conceived today,” wrote the Swiss historian of architecture 

Siegfried Giedion, summarizing the situation in modern architecture in his influential book Space, 

Time and Architecture (1941), “is its manysidedness, the infinite potentiality for relations within it. 

Exhaustive description of an area from one point of reference is, accordingly, impossible; its char-

acter changes with the point from which it is viewed. In order to grasp the true nature of space the 

observer must project himself through it.”52 

The observer – in other words, man – still exists, the infinite possibilities for inner relations 

within an infinite space have not infinitized him. On the contrary, it is on him that infinite space is 

centered to the degree that he “himself” moves in it and draws it up into himself in its infinite mul-

tiplicity. He is the one observer who alone in the universe always remains the same, the sole refer-

ence point for its infinity. 

In the universe of infinite space architecture could relate itself to something – i.e., to the ar-

chitect, to man. Insofar as man – the architect – understood himself as sole reference point for the 

universe, the things in the universe would be given a measure – the architecture of his gaze. 

In the mode of their self-assertion when confronted with infinite space – an infinitely empty, 

infinitely silent, infinitely meaningless space – modern architects, like modern poets and modern 

philosophers, were to reach for the outermost point of rescue: they demanded a god-like status. 

Charles Fourier founded and inspired one of the social movements of the nineteenth century, 

which at the same time was a movement for an urban architecture through which a “universal har-

mony” of human community would allegedly be brought about. Victor Considérant, a student of 
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Fourier’s, and after the latter’s death the head of the Fourierist movement, published in 1840 his 

Description du Phalanstère et considérations sociales sur l’architectonique. In this work he de-

scribes his vision of a future “industrial city.” It is, he says, a place of a “thousand magnificent ac-

tivities,” this ville industrielle. And it is more than this – it is a mirror of the “God of the earth,” of 

man, the “new” God of the future following after the “old” God, who Considérant still calls the 

premier Créateur, the first Creator: 

In the most anterior circle of the industrial city a row of factories, large work places, department 

stores and warehouses form walls opposite in the Phalanstère. The motors and the powerful ma-

chines reveal here their strength: with their metal implements they crush, shape and transform 

raw materials and perform for the benefit of the [community of men in] the Phalange a thousand 

magnificent activities. This is the arsenal of the productive and living inventions of human intel-

ligence, the ark upon which the products of industry – augmented by the creative power of man 

– are gathered together with plants and animals, those machines of the first Creator which he 

used for his inventions. In this arsenal are found all the tamed elements, all the controlled liq-

uids, all the secret powers, all the forces of nature, all the gods of the old Olympus who in ser-

vice to the will of the god of the earth [Dieu de la terre], conquered by him, are subordinated to 

him, obeying his voice, willing servants, they proclaim his kingdom.53 

 

 

An Architecture of Mirrors and the World Beyond 

 

Considérant described his vision of a future city; among the modern city-philosophers and city-

architects many others described their visions of a city. The cultural landscape of the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries is glutted with city visions: one can choose from among the Metropolis, the Fu-

turopolis, the Megalopolis, the Aquapolis, the Ecopolis, the Thalassopolis, the Heliopolis; or from 

the Gartenstadt, the Parkstadt, the Satellitenstadt; from Broadacre City, Sea City, Tetra City, Pro-

spective City, Instant City; from the Turmstadt, the Stahlstadt, the Atomstadt, the Mondstadt, the 

Weltraumstadt; or from the Ville cosmique, the Cité totale, the ville galaxie, the ville solaire, or – 

one sees it now – New Babylon.54 

Where was the city in New Babylon, the city? Within the freedom of the architectonic imag-

ination itself, it was not to be found. For the architecture of this freedom only reflected its unbound-

ed infinity; it was an architecture of mirrors, the reflection of the infinite inventiveness – and infi-

nite bizarreness – of the human imagination. 

Beyond this architecture of mirrors, however, there was a world – the world of modern cit-

ies, which were becoming ever more ugly and inhuman. How could city architecture, from out of 

the thousands of city worlds with which it dazzled itself, arrive at the one city world? 
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In Search of the World – The Conquest of the World 

 

In the theory of modern city architecture three paths would be marked out and then incorporated in 

different ways into the practice of urban architecture. 

First, the disintegration of the cities would be accepted as the unalterable consequences of 

the modern world view. In his work, Elémens et théorie de l’architecture, which appeared between 

1901 and 1904, the French architect and theorist of architecture Julien Guadet postulated what was 

apparently inevitable: “Les proportions, c’est l'infini” (“The proportions, that is infinity.”)55 It was 

hardly of any use anymore, the German architect and urban planner Bruno Taut remarked in 1915, 

to speak of the symptoms of city disintegration. “Disintegration of cities,” he maintained, is a nega-

tion. “But in truth,” he went on to write, “it is a case rather of affirmation than of negation. Man has 

his earth once again; he will no longer be a mere traveler upon it; he will live upon it as an inhabit-

ant.”56 In 1932 F. L. Wright proclaimed the approaching death of the cities in his book, The Disap-

pearing City,57 and in 1943 Eliel Saarinen in another book could say nothing else about the fate of 

the city.58 

Second, the possibility that architecture might have the ability to “speak” would be ignored 

from the very beginning, and instead its pure quality as a mirror would be stressed. Architecture, it 

was said, mirrors just what is reflected in it. And significantly, in related pronouncements, the talk 

was of “projection” and “reflection,” and not of the world, but of the “world of the spirit.” In 1914 

the Italian architect Antonio Sant’Elia declared in a work about the architettura futurista that “by 

architecture is to be understood the effort to bring, in a free and bold manner, the physical environ-

ment into harmony with man – that is, to reproduce the world of things as a direct projection of the 

world of the spirit.”59 F. L. Wright expressed the same idea: “The building as architecture is borne 

from the heart of man; it is the constant companion of the ground, comrade of the trees, true reflec-

tion of man in the realm of his own spirit.”60 

Third, architects appointed themselves to be, in words of Claude-Nicolas Ledoux, “the Ti-

tans of the earth,” the “rivals of the Creator.”61 This path was the most consequential and it would 

be followed in the twentieth century by numerous architects and city builders - though more dis-

cretely in most instances than in the drastic manner of Le Corbusier, who openly demanded that “a 

man with an iron hand” come forward to solve the problem of the city.62 
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Among the works of architectural theory published by Bruno Taut under the title Frühlicht 

(works intended, as it says, to further “the implementation of new ideas in building construction”), 

there is a text from Alfred Brust that without euphemism or equivocation described the way of the 

modern architect as that of the messianic creator, through whose activity man, in a world uniquely 

his own, comes to know himself as God. 

Nature is so constructed that man, wherever he finds himself, sees himself as the midpoint of the 

universe. Whether he is upon the sea or in the desert, he is the exact midpoint of the area. And 

the heavenly vault day and night continues to call out to man: This is your hall! Only around 

you is this great rotation! Only for you! I hear that there are architects at work who once again 

want to give to mankind the grand vision. They want to create structures that will not permit the 

individual to forget for one moment that he is the midpoint of the universe and must continuous-

ly conduct himself as such. Every means that is used to etch more deeply into man’s conscious-

ness the fact that he and he alone is the midpoint of the universe is justified. That is an axiom!63 

 

How could city architecture, from out of the thousands of city worlds with which it dazzled itself, 

arrive at the one city world? The answer that modern architects discovered would be put into prac-

tice thousands of times in the twentieth century. Old cities would be destroyed or left to decay, and 

instead of rebuilding them, there would be new things constructed – new parts of cities and new 

cities. What is manifested in the city, Le Corbusier proclaimed, is “the seizure of nature by man. It's 

an action by man against nature.”64 And this was the standard of measure: the new city as proof of 

the new God, architect and midpoint of the world. 

 

 

The Esoteric Architecture of Modern Cities 

 

Men think that no structured world would exist but for the world structured by them. Architects 

imagine that no model for a city would exist but for the one they themselves have constructed. But 

they deceive themselves. For insofar as they structure a world or construct a city, they enter into the 

structure of the world, into the model for cities. 

The infinite freedom of the human imagination has limits, at least to the extent that it is 

practical. Even within the realm of the practical, it can disregard limits – if it is prepared to destroy. 

If it seeks to be creative, however, it must achieve within definite limits the object that it pursues – 

that is within the forms that it uses, the intended design; within the solutions that it has discovered, 

the sought-after perfection; within the structures that it has created, the desired cohesiveness. Each 

person who is creative creates what he creates into distinctive forms, solutions and structures that he 
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need not be acquainted with or know anything about, as long as he does not set out to produce, to 

structure, or to build anything. Once he sets out to do these things, however, he enters into the crea-

tive process. Out of something infinite he makes something definite; out of something disconnected, 

something connected; out of what is diverse, something unified. He enters, for example, into the 

creative process of an architect who shapes materials of the earth into the form of a house, or who 

marks out upon the expanse of a territory the enclosure of a city. 

Even the freedom of modern city architects has known limits. They, too, in the process of 

their building built according to definite forms. For they, too, wanted to structure something, to per-

fect something, and to form cohesive connections. Only in their proclamations did they construct 

out of nothing like gods. In their actual practice, however, they entered into the structure of the 

world, into the model for cities, and thus remained men. They entered into the world of the circle, of 

the rectangle, of the world-axis, of the coordinate axis, of the heavenly city. 

They were also to a certain degree previously instructed in this. Recent research has uncov-

ered more and more the theosophical, spiritualistic, and mystical sources upon which the most in-

fluential architects and city builders of the twentieth century have drawn – Le Corbusier, F. L. 

Wright, Walter Burley Griffin, Patrick Geddes, Hannes Meyer, Walter Gropius.65  

The inner structure of Canberra, the capital of Australia, was marked out by Walter Burley 

Griffin, its architect, through coordinate axes that are formed by a “land axis” between the govern-

ment center and the capitol building, and a “water axis” between the university and the city water-

ways. The intellectual sections of the city are layed out in a circular pattern, and internally then 

subdivided into rectangles.66 

The geometry of the city architecture of Le Corbusier is constituted by the intersection point 

of two axes, which, as precisely as Le Corbusier would make them, run exactly from north to south 

and from east to west. All remaining streets create a pattern of rectangles that is joined together at 

intersections through circular forms. In his plans for a “contemporary city of three million inhabit-

ants,” which Le Corbusier drew up in 1922, the architecture of the mandala is revealed.67 
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Figure 4: Le Corbusier, “Contemporary city for three million inhabitants” (1922). 

 

The idea of a “Garden City” was very successfully propagated by its originator, Ebenezer Howard, 

as one of the major ideas of modern city-building. According to Howard’s view, each Garden City 

consists of a perfectly symmetrical figure formed at concentric circles.68 

In 1922, as part of the competition for the new Chicago Tribune Building, Adolf Loos drew 

up plans for a skyscraper in the form of a Doric column. At the same time Auguste Perret and Le 

Corbusier conceived the central idea of modern city building: the city in the form of a tower, in the 

form of ever-taller commercial, administrative, and residential skyscrapers, which would absorb 

more and more into themselves all the functions of the city. In the ancient architectural cosmology, 

the columns had the purpose of representing the world-axis and the city temple represented the 

worldmount. Today, in the city architecture of the twentieth century, the same world reflections 

appear again – world-axes in the form of skyscrapers, world-mounts in the form of tower cities. 

 

 

City Architecture and World Redemption 

 

The architects of the twentieth century were human gods. In their works the world reflected itself, 

the one world within whose form and structure men still continue to discover their forms and struc-

tures. 
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By contrast, in their longings there was reflected besides an entirely different world, a “new” 

world, within whose form and structure men had delivered themselves (“liberated” themselves) 

from all previous forms and structures. They conceived city architecture to be world redemption.69 

F. L. Wright saw in architecture the “prophetic guidepost to the true life”;70 he wanted all newly 

constructed buildings to serve the “liberation of mankind,”71 and planned for this future city – 

Broadacre City – a new syncretistic religion of nature.72 Le Corbusier proclaimed that “a great age 

has dawned, a new spirit is in the world,” and he styled himself its prophet.73 If his redemptive vi-

sion of city architecture were to have become reality, we would all live now in a “radiant city”74 

(ville radieuse – Le Corbusier’s name for the modern metropolis), there stroll about in a “valley of 

leisure,” beneath “sacred trees,” past an “animal column” or a “monument of the open hand,” we 

would educate ourselves in a “museum of knowledge,” in a “temple of music,” we would think in a 

“sepulchre of contemplation,” let ourselves be enchanted in a “marvel chest,” and dream in a “tower 

of shadows.”75 

 

 

The Shattered Mirror 

 

In the city architecture of this century, the city as mirror of the world has been shattered through a 

thousand different attempts to replace it with another mirror. Slowly, with extended journeys 

through our remembrance, slowly we will learn to put it back together again.76 
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